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BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVlCE COMMMISSION 

Pn the Matter of: 

REPLY TO RESPONSE OF FQFLESTCCREEK 
- AN b MOTION TQ DISMISS FOR LACK OF KJR.ISDICTION 

Comes h e  Jessamine-South Elkhom Water District (“JSEWD”), by counsel, and 

for i t s  Reply tc Forest Creek’s Response to Motion to Hold in Abeyance and its Motion 

to Dismiss for .ack of Jurisdiction, states as follows: 

REPLY 

Forest I :reek, LLC’s (“FC”) Response sets forth three: primary argumenrs in its 

attempt to cow iter JSEWD’s Motion to Hold in Abeyance, First, it argues that JSEWD 

6 ‘ d ~ e ~  not assc rt that the Jessamine Circuit Court mischaracterized the nature of the 

declaratory juc w e n t  action .,,” This criticism by FC is illusory. JSEWD’s Motion 

recites the fac s in support thereof including that the Public Service Commission of 

Kentucky’s (“F SC”) moved to dismiss the Jessamine Circuit Court action on the ground 

of lack of juri; iiction; that the Jessamine Circuit Court’s Order granted the motion on 

such ground; 81 d that JSEWD appealed such Order to the Kentucky Court of Appeals, It 



ought to be q L  te obvious that JSEWD sharply disagrees with the Circuit Court’s ruling 

and that it sub nits that the Circuit Court did not fully appreciate either the facts or the 

law involved n JSEWD’s Petition for Declaration o f  Rights. To rhe extenr that it is 

important to tl e PSC that JSEWD state what it already believes to be obvious, JSELVD 

“asserts” that he Jessamine Circuit Court “mischaracterized” the nature ofthe a d o n  

when it decide I to dismiss the Petition, 

FC’s se :ond argument is that JSEWD did not assert in its Motion its disagreement 

with the prop Isition that the action in the Jessamine Circuit Count “involved issues 

related to utili1 r rates and services or the applicability of JKRS 278.040(2). . .” Once again, 

FC attempts tc  manufacture a response from JSEWD not sfaring the obvious. Certainly, 

JSEWD strong y contends that its Petition did not involve issues ofrates and sewices sand 

that the PSC’s involvement in this dispute violates the prohibition in KRS 278.040(2) of 

infringing on t le contract rights of political subdivisions. Those arguments were central 

to its Respons in the Circuit Court as to the PSC’s motion to dismiss. As stated in the 

Motion being I efended herein, the Circuit Court dismissed the Petition om the basis that it 

lacked jurisdic ion under KRS 278.040(2) and JSEWD appealed that dismissal to &e 

Court of Appei 1s. Once again, to cure any deficiency perceived by the PSC, JSEWD does 

poJ believe its iction before the Jessamine Circuit Court involved the issues of aates and 

service and it 1 ubmits that its contract rights are being abridged by the PSC contrary to 

U S  278.040(: ). The Petition was a simple request for the Circuit Court to deternine 

the enforceabil ty o f a  contract between JSEWD and FC. Such enforcement wodd not 

directly impact rates and service. In support of its obvious disagreement with the Circuit 



I 

Court’s ruling JSEWD attaches hereto as Exhibit “A” its Response’ filed in the 

Jessamine Circ lit Court to the PSC’s Motions to Intervene and to Dismiss, 

FC’s la d stab at countering JSEWD’s Motion is the argument that JSEWD “did 

not argue that the Commission lacks jurisdiction over the present case ...” Although 

JSEWD did nc t expressly state in it’s Motion 10 Hold in Abeyance that the PSC lacks 

jurisdiction in .he matter sub judice, it raised that defense in its Answct filed herein, 

JSEWD also dj ;closed in irs Motion that it is pursuing an appeal in the Kentucky Court of 

Appeals. This ppeal could result in a reversal of the Jessamine Circuit Court’s grant of 

the PSC’s moti )n to dismiss based on the ground of lack of jurisdiction. FC’s argument 

in this regard il nores the fact that the PSC is a party to this appeal and, though counsel, 

is N l y  aware I f the issues and law which were before the Jessamine Circuit Court and 

are now before h e  Kentucky Court of Appeals. 

‘T’s  assertion that the PSC has concurrent jurisdiction QVM the 

enforceability I f  the contract behveen FC and JSEWD overlooks two important 

arguments. Firt ,  in instances where there is concmmt jurisdiction, the principal of 

priority, someti nes referred to as fhe “rule of exclusive concurrent jurisdiction,” controls 

and the body vhich first exercises jurisdiction acquires the exclusive jurisdiction to 

proceed unsd he matter is final. City of Lincolnshire et al. v. Highbaugh Realry 

Company, et a1 , 278 S.W,2d 636, 637 (Ky. 1955). Secondly, in Simpson Cotmty Water 

Disr. X Cify of Franklin, 872 S.W.2d 460, 464 (Ky, 1994), the Supreme COW held that 

where the sole : ;Sue is a matter o f  contract interpretation, jurisdiction lies With the courts 

of the Commor wealth and @ the PSC. The PSC apparently thought it appropriate 20 

m i i t  “A” refe ences three cases cited therein as amchcd at particular Tabs. J S E W  did not attach 
These c u e s  to Exhi tit “A’. 
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decline to r u l e  on the complaint filed in In the Matter of Crestbrook Properties, ELC Y. 

Northern Kenr tckpl W~rer District, Case No. 200 1-00202 since the dispute was already 

being litigated h the Kentucky Court of Appeals and in spite of the fact that the PSC 

thought it had original jurisdiction over the matter. This lends credence to the PSC's 

recognitian of he priority rule of the exclusive concurrent jurisdiction gbincipd. 

FC's ej krt at distinguishing the cases cited by J S E W  in support of its Motion to 

Hold in Abeya ice also falls short of the mark. FC summarily dismisses the applicability 

of the holding, of In the Matter o$ Crestbrook Properties, LLC v. Northern Kentucky 

Water District Case No, 2001-00202 and of In the Matter ofi Application 04 Mew 

Cingular Wire ess PCS, LLC for Issuance 01 a Certipcate of Public Convenience and 

Necessity to C Pnstruct as Wireless Communications Facility at 114 Rising Son Lane, 

Brestonsburg, Tloyd County, Kentucky, 41653, Case No. 2009-00093 primarily based on 

JSEWD's puq xted error in not stating the obvious in its Motion. In addition, FC failed 

to mention thai the present Complaint is similar to the Crestbrook Properties PSC case in 

that the preseni Complaint was also filed g&r the action was initiated in the circuit court. 

TQ the extent 1 iat the PSC believes that JSEWI4 has failed to argue that the Jessamine 

Circuit Court r. ischaracterized the Petition filed by JSEWD; that JSEWD failed to argue 

that the Petitio 1 did raise issues related to rates and service under KRS 278,040(2); 

and that the JS E W D  did not assert the PSC's lack of jurisdiction and ask for dismissal 

herein, the JSE VD has cured those alleged deficiencies with this Reply and the following 

Motion to Disr iiss. On the other hand, if, as the JSEWD contends, all of the foregoing 

issues were oh riously implicit in JSEWD's Motion, the distinctions argued by FC to 

disregard these cases are meaningless. Whether or not the Court of Appeals is or is not 
! 



about to rule on the appeal of the Jessamine Circuit Court order dismissing is 

unimportant. ’I he timing of the proceedings was not determinative of the holding of h 

the Matrer ofi Sourheast Telephone, Inc. ‘s Motion to Compel BeUSoi&h 

Telecommunis rrions Response Thereto, Case No. 2007-0071. Furthermore, the shge of 

the proceeding i in the Circuit Court or the Court o f  Appeals did not appear to be of any 

consequence i i the Cresrbrook Properties’ PSC Order. For these reasons, JSEWD’s 

decision not to mention the immediacy of the ding of the Court of Appeals in its Motion 

is inconsequen id. 

I A [BYION TO DXSRIISS FQR LACK OF JURISDICTION 

JSEW moves the PSC to dismiss FC’s Complaint for lack of jUri~C3acti0~. In 

support of this Motion, JSEWD cites the arguments and law expressed in Exhibit “A” 

attached heretc 

FC’s R :sponse to JSEWD’s Motion to Hold in Abeyance is nothing more shan. 

“smoke and IT nors” because the alleged failures to expressly argue paicicrular points 

were all implic t in JSEWD’s Motion and because FC’s Response wrongly assumed that 

the PSC is igr xant of its involvement in the Jessamine Circuit Court action now on 

appeal. JSEW ) reasserts that the issue pending before the Kentucky Court of Appeals is 

decisive of wk, :ther or not that the PSC can proceed herein because it addresses the 

questions of w rethcr or not the enforceability of rhe contract between JSEWD and FC 

directly affects rates and service and whether or not the PSC’s involvement impinges on 

the contract rig. Its o f  JSEWD. If h e  Jessamine Circuit Court has jurisdiction because the 

conkact does nl i t  directly affect rates and service, then the law dictates that the PSC does 
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not have the aL :hority to proceed on FC’s Complaint herein. Given the pendency of this 

appeal, the PS 2 has in the past held complaints filed under similar circumstances in 

abeyance. The lSEWD respectfully requests the same action. 

’ BRUCE E. SMITH LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
201 S O U T H m  STREET 
NICHOLASVILLE, KY 40356 
(859) 885-3393 
F a :  (859) 885-11 152 
bruce@smithlawofice.net 
Attamey for JSEWg 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: 

The un lersigned hereby certifies that a m e  copy of the foregoing Reply to 

Response of Fc rest Creelc and Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction was sewed on 

the following b r U,S, Mail, first class, postage prepaid, t h i s  4th day of October, 20% 1: 

Robert C. Moore, Esq. 
P.O. Box 676 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602-0676 
Counsel for Complainant 

\BRUCE E. SMITH 

&: \... USEW%)\Fortsi C :ekWSC ProcccdingWply to Response ofForest Crook 
nnd Motion IO Di miss for Lack ofJurisdiction 
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V. JSEWI)’S RESPONSE TQ 
COMMISSION’S MOTIONS 

TO INTERVENE ANX, DISMISS 

E’BHUEST CREI K, HJLC D E r n r n r n  

* A * * & * * *  

Comes ii s Jessamine-South Elkhorn Water District (“JSEWD”), by counsel, and 

for its Respon e to the Motions of the Kentucky Public Service Commission 

~cCommission’~ to intervene herein and to dismiss this action, states as foIlows: 

PNTRQDVC~BN I 

I 
The Con: mission has filed companion motions to intervene and to dismiss both 

the Petition file( by the JSEWD g& the Counterdairn filed by the Defendant, Forest 

Creek, LLC (“F 2’3, The resolution of each Motion turns on the answer t0 one central 

question and th; t is whether or not the Cohss ion ’ s  exclusive jurisdiction as to the 

! 

regullaeon of ratc s and service of a public utility is placed directly at issue by the Petition 

or the Countercli im. If not, the Commission has no right to intervene or ask for dismissal. 

It is JSEWD’s c intention that the primary issue raised by t he  Petition and addressed by 

the Counterclaio is the enforceability of a contract’ between it and FC which has no 

direct impact on ates or service. 
I 
, 

’ The subject con ract (“Contract”) prdvides that FC will, at its cost and under 
JSEWD’s guidel: nes, construct the water infrastructure for its development and then * 



AXIGuMErn 

Although the Commission does not specify whether it is moving under CR 

24.01(a) or CR :4.01@), it appears th’at its request to join this action falls under CR 

24.01 (b) since it ites no statute which confers upon it an unconditional right to intervene. 

Without waiving its position that the Commission is moving under CR 24.01@) and out 

of an abundanct of caution, the JSEWT) has previously filed herein an objection to 

intervention undc r CR 24.01(a). 

Pursuant o CR 24.0 1 (b), a movant may intervene if it claims an interest relating 

to the trmsactior which is the subject of the pending action and the movant is so situated 

that the dispositii an o f  the action may as a practical matter impair or impede the movant’s 

ability to protect such interest. The interest which the movant seeks to protect must be 

direct. substantia -and lenally protectable. U.S. v. Palermino, 238 F.R.D. 11 S, 121 (D. 

Corn. 2006). ll.1 ; Commission stated on page 5 of its Motion to Dismiss: 

TI e Commission’s exclusive jurisdiction over 
ut lity rates and service is clearly established. KRS 
2; 8.040(2) provides: “The jurisdiction of the 
cc mission shall extend to all utilities in this state. 
3 e Commission shall have exclusive jurisdiction 
QT er the replation rates and services of 
ul ilides [cmpphasisr added].” 

The exclusive ju isdiction over the regulation of rates and service i s  the “ihterest” which 

the Commission seeks to protect by intervening and is also the basis on which it seeks 

dismissal o f  this lawsuit. If the enforcement of the Contract between JSEWD and FC 

-- 
donate the facilit t s  to JSEWD. This Contract does not provide for a recovery of any of 
th is  cost by FC. I C’s position is that it now wants to make a new agreement under which 
the J S E W  cons mcts the in;liastructure at the cost of FC. Under this agreement, FC will 
recover a portion of the cost from JSEWD each time a customer in the development 
connects to the v, 3ter system. 
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does not affect bates and service, then the Commission has no direct or substantial 

“’interest” which s legally protectable in this lawsuit and it has no grounds on which to 

request dismissal 

The  only question posed by the JSEWD’s Petition is the enforceability of the 

Contract betwee i it and FC, a developer thae is not a customer of JSEWD. FC’s 

Counterclaim ra ses claims about the conduct of JSEWD in the negotiation of the 

Contract, the ex] enses paid by FC to JSEWD under the Contract and t he  review of its 

plans by JSEWl 1’s engineer. Rates and service to customers or FC are not at issue. 

Clearly, the Con mission has no interest on which to base its motion to intervene and it 

has no jgrounds f~ ‘r dismissal of this action based on its purported excluske jurkididion. 

Although the Cornmission’s Motions are persuasive on their face, the opinion o f  

the Supreme Coi rt in Simpson Coufify Water Disr. Y. Civ ofFrunWin, 872 S,W.Zd 460 

(Icy. 1994) casts 3 different light on their legal. efficacy. The Simpson County case was a 

decIaratory judQ lent action between a water district and a city over the passage of two 

(2) ordinances b r the city which were aimed at overriding the enforceability of a prior 

’ water purchase tgrement under which. the city supplied water to the district. The 

contract that esta dished the rate at which the water district purchased water from the city 

was not the foc IS of the dispute. It was the unilateral passage by the city of two 

ordinances whic L changed the contract rate charged for the water that provoked the 

lawsuit and was 1 ne focal point o f  the court’s holding. The trial court dismissed the action 

because: it conch Jed that it did not have subject matter jurisdiction. The h t u c k y  Court 

of Appeals xeve: sed the Simpson Circuit COW and remanded the case. Although the 

I 
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I 

I 
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Supreme Court a iltirnately reversed the Court of Appeals and affirmed the Simpson 

Circuit Court’s d: ;missal, i.t commented at page 464 o f  its Opinion; 

TI e city urges that the circuft court should bear the 
ju isdidion of this case for no other reason than it is 
on B of‘ contract interpretation. Were this the sole Jissua, 
wi would state that mattm of contract interpretatim 
ax 5 well within the court’s expertise snd not that ~f 
ut Hty regulatory agencies. Texas Gus Transmission Cor- .  
Y, %ell Oil Cu., 363 US. 263, 5 Ct. 1122,4 L. Ed. 2d 1208 
(1 160). (Emphasis added) 

From reading th, apidon (Tab I), it is apparent that the Supreme Court would have 
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accepted the city’ s argument that the circuit court had jurisdiction if the city had not acted 

unilaterally to ov :mde the prior contract by the passage of the ordinances and threatened 

to terminate the c ipply of water to the disaict: 

TI e City’s unilateral adoption of the two water-rate 
01 linances doubled the water charge and, in no uncertain 
te: ms, was an acT that directfat. related to the rate charged 
b j  the water district [io its customers]. The City’s 
de :laration to hold the parties’ contracts null and void 
cc nstitutes a practice relating to service of the water 
di trict. (emphasis added) 

Simpson County, wpra, at page 464. 

The Sup erne Court’s statement that contract interpretation lies within the 

jurisdiction of tl e circuit court, and not the Commission’s, where there is no direct 

impact on rates, is based upon KRS 278.040(2), cited by the Court at page 463 of the 

opinion: 

TI e Commission shall have exclusive jurisdiction over the 
re plation of rates and service of utilities, but with that 
el :eption nothing in thb chapter is intended to b i t  QF 
re itmid the police jurisdiction, eonkact rights OF powers 
of cities or political subdivisions. (Emphasis added) 

I 

I 



The  JSEWD is a 3olitical subdivision of the Commonwedth within rlhe coverage of KRS 

278.04(2). Louis ille Extension Water Disl. I? Diehl Pump & Supply Co., 246 S.W. 2d 

5 8 5 ,  586 (Ky. 15 52). In light of the Sirnpson County case, it is clear that the Jessmine 

Circuit Court, g 1 the Commission, has jurisdiction over JSEWD’s Petition and FC’s 

Counterclaim. TI e JSEWD merely requests enforcement of the terms o f  its Contract to 

which FC object: , Although the Petition alleges that failure to enforce the comitnnent of 

FC under the Cc itract could lead to higher water rates, there will be no immediate and 

direct effect on 1 ites charged to J S E W ’ s  customers. In the event higher rates become 
I 

necessary, such an increase would necessarily be the subject of an adminisbalive 

proceeding befor : the Commission. 

The earli T case of Bee’s Old Reliable Shows, Inc. v. Kenrucky Power Co., 334 

S.W.2d 765 (Ky. 1960), authority also cited by the Commission, i s  not only supportive of 

JSEWD’s positic n, but it also demonstrates that the: power of the circuit court as regards 

contract iraterprei ition is broader, and the Commission’s jurisdiction is more lhi ted,  than 

is argued by the ?ommission. h Bee ’s, a traveling caxnival show sued Kentucky Power 

Company over the charge for connecting and disconnecting electrical sewice. In 

reversing the Bo’ ,d Circuit Court’s dismissal o f  the action for lack o f  jurisdiction in favor 

ofthe Commissil In, the Court stated at page 767: 

Although the Public Service Commission has 
ju  isdiction over questions concerning rates and services 
gc nerally, nevertheless, when a que&ion arises whish L 
pt culiar to the individual complainant, the, courts w i l l  
ai~urne jurisdiction and hew the matter. Here no 
qi iestion i s  raised concerning Patea charged for reguiar 
sc rvice. The problem presmted is the charge made for 
cc nnecting and disconnecting such service. The appellant, 
b: the very nature of its business, remains in one location 
fc : only a short period o f  t ime before moving to another 



lo :ation. Thus the connection charge is a recurring one to 
a1 pellant. T h e  usual subscriber does not make sporadic use 
ol power service, and, consequently, connection charges 
ar : of little concern to him, These parties have entered into 
a :ontract for service, which, obviously, is not akin to the 
uxual s&ce rendered to the public generally. The 
cc ntrast here i s  of private concern to these parties. 
U ]der the circumstances, juriediction is not excllusive 
w th the Public Sesvice Commission, and the case 
SI ould be eubmitted to the court, (emphasis added) 

The Bee’s Court held that whether or not the dispute regards a rate charged for service, if 

the issue raised iy the action does not involve rates for regular service charged to the 

public generally, jurisdiction is not exclusive to the Commission. (Tab 2) 

The Con1 act sought to be enforced here does not involve any “rates” and FC will 

never be chargec a rate by JSEWD, regular or otherwise. In the instant action, FC i s  not a 

customer of the S E W  and never Will be and the cost of constructing the water s d c e  

infrastructure an donating same to the 3SEWD will not be a recurring expense. ’The 

construction of he infrastructure is a one-time cost to the developer which will be 

reflected in the 5 de price of each lot in the development. Clearly, the issue presented by 

JSEWD’s Petitit n and PC’s Counterclaim falls wirhin the ambit of the Bee’s holding 

which permits th s Court to decide the controversy. , 

The fore1 oing cases a e  not isolated decisions. There are other cases in which the 

COW has denied the Commission’s claim that it has exclusive jurisdiction over contract 

disputes. The u ipublished decision (Tab 3) of Christian County Vater Dishict v. 

Hopkinsville S e  ”age and Water Vorh Commission, 2009-CA-00 1543-MR (KYCA), 

held that the Co nmission did not have jurisdiction in a dispute between a water district 

md a municipal sewage and water works commission over an a‘meement in which the 

commission a m  ed not to raise sates charged to the water district for water sumlied if the I 



water district aD :ed to transfer service territory in certain areas. The Chris.tian Circuit 

Court held that . t had jurisdiction to enforce ?he agreement between the parties. The 

Corn of Appeals affirmed the Christian C i r c ~ t  Court, and stated at page 5: 

Tk 2 PSC's authority should not "limit or restrict", , , contract rilglhW 
of :ities or political subdivisions. KRS 278.040/2). A water district 
is 9 political subdivision within the statute's meaning. Louisville 
Ejr  !, Water Dist. v. Diehl Pump & SuDplv Co., 246 S.W.2d 585, 
5J -, Therefore, the PSC would have had no jurisdiction 
in this contractual matter. The trial court correctly determined that 
it lone had jurisdiction. 

CC !WD argues that the PSC has jurisdiction because the territory 
sh ft will affect irs quality of service. We do not agree. The 
cw went order solely addresses Itbe validity of Agreement 2- 
2C 1115 - not the collateral effects of its terns. (Emphasis added) 

There are stxikin,, similarities between the Christian County agreement and the Contract 

between JSEWD and FC. The Christian County contract capped the rates charged by the 

municipality if th : water district agreed to transfer territory. Although %e transfer of uarts 

of@e water d i m  ct's territozy could have a collateral adverse effect on service and rates, 

the appellate eo ut held this imuact was not enoub to invoke the C o d s s i o n e r ' s  

jurisdiction, Simi arly, the option .imder which FC wants to proceed with the construction 

of the water infi structure in its subdivision could have a collateral effect on rates, but 

any increjase in r ites would be subject to later determination by the C o d s s i o p .  As in 

the Christian Coi nty case, JSEWD is seekina a declaration that the Contract with FC is 

enforceable. If his Court finds otherwise, a rate-increase proceeding before the 

Commission ensue similar to the filing of a complaint before the Commission by 

Christian Counq 's customers over the quality of service resulting $om a transfer of 

territory. 



CONCLUSION 

The j u r i s t  iction of the Commission is strictly limited by statute to the regulation 

of rates and s e w  :e. The cases have recognized and held that the Commission docs not 

have jurisdiction over matters of contract interpretation where rates and service are a 
directly impacter, The Bee’s case takes athat concept a step further by confining the 

Commission’s ji risdiction to direct impacts on rates charged for “regular service”. 

SSEW’s Petitio) ; asks €or enforcornem ofthe Contract with FC regarding the installation 

of water infrast ucture, The Counterclaim requests relief  om the Contract The 

Cornmission’s M )tions should be denied, 

/ 

BRIJCE E. SMITH, ESQ. 
~~~ 

201 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
NICHOLASVILLLE, KY 40356 
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ATTORNEY FOR PL- 
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T h e  undersigned hereby certifies that a true copy of the foregoing Response to 
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Helen C, 1 [elton, Esq. 
Gerald E, Ahetcher, Esq. 
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